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In today's world there appear to be, if one may 
simplify and generalise, two major forces at work in 
the architecture of all cultures, those of universality 
and particularisation. We are confronted with this 
duality in our life and environment. "On the one 
hand there is something specific to and inseparable 
from a given cultural and geographical situation 
(which we would call regionalism) whilst on the 
other hand there are developments that are global 
for all areas and mankind". 1 

Universality can be said to be manifested in building 
through a form of internationalism or modernism 
and through building types such as airports and 
assembly-line factories, whereas regionalism is more 
easily illustrated through vernacular building, reli
gious institutions, and through building types that 
have existed in a particular society for a period of 
time long enough to have established a tradition in 
terms of image, style, function, technology or in the 
way of construction. These polar forces exist in a 
dialectic within which architects have to operate. It 
now appears impossible not to be influenced by 
international developments and to base designed 
architecture strictly on a regional tradition - or to 
consider design criticism from this viewpoint. 

On the other hand, it is also dangerous to "invent 
the future" (one of Buckminster Fuller's phrases) 
without reference to the traditions of the past. "One 
has to know where one is coming from to know 
where one is going", to use one of Charles Correa's 
favourite lines. 

One approach to architectural criticism is to explore 
the internationalist, rationalist tendencies that to
day's designers and critics have to consider. I will 
concentrate on the opposite, the uses of tradition 
from a theoretical and critical point of view. The 
points of departure are different and it will be in
teresting to see whether we arrive in very different 
places as well. 

I will concentrate on examples from Asia and Afri
ca, parts of the world with significant Muslim 

populations, as I know them best. The examples are 
divided into four categories to illustrate different 
ways of looking at buildings; i) as regionalist ex
pressions, ii) using the craft tradition and existing 
imagery to be populist (kitsch), iii) as vernacular 
images which raise questions of authenticity, and iv) 
attempting to create a synthesis of old and new. The 
examples are not intended to reflect the architecture 
of anyone place, or indeed of anyone designer, but 
illustrate the points that are made in this paper. The 
approach is a wide one, applicable to other societies 
and situations, one which is rooted in the society 
with which it deals. 

Designers of the developing world are probably now 
aware that much of the knowledge informing their 
practice has been formulated outside their own re
gions, and more often than not during periods of 
colonisation. Writings on architecture exhibit "an 
Eurocentric orientation and mark a sharp break 
with pre-colonial intellectual traditions of the non
European world. The limitations of such scholarship 
and training are increasingly recognised and 
eschewed in other social science disciplines (M. Ber
nal, 1987). Rarely have such critiques systematically 
penetrated architectural scholarship ...... The study 
of design in development has been impeded by 
theoretical structures which do not recognise that 
architecture in development has a different, though 
related, history to that of the architecture of the 
developed world.,,2 

If this is true, that our thinking has been so influ
enced by 20th century developments in the West, 
are there any phenomena and experiences which 
assist us in understanding (by way of parallels) what 
is occuring today in our cultures? In other words, 
can we learn from the mistakes of others? How can 
we consider built form in societies of the Islamic 
world, societies which by and large emerged from 
colonial domination only in the 1950's and began a 
period of modernisation, nationalism and indus
trialisation at that time? This was often a reaction to 
the immediately preceeding period. Perhaps we can 
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Regionalism 

An example of regionalist expression, the Medical Clinic 
of Mopti, Mali, 1977, by architect Andre Ravereau uses 
traditional construction methods and forms. The clinic is 
designed to contain within it a pedestrian street, lepeating 
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not only construction and building design but also urban 
form The building also consciously I elates sensitively to 
the Great Mosque which is the settlements' major 
architectural statement 



The Daara School in Malika near Dakar, Senegal, 1980, 
designed by Raoul SneIder uses a construction system 
developed by UNESCO's Breda Office The system was 
first used in 1977 in a CARITAS project for an 
Agricultural Training Centre in Nianing, Senegal 

The system consists of load-bearing masonery block 

Daara School. 
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walls supporting thin (4 to 5 cm thick) ferro-cement 
vaults Even though local builders were trained to use the 
system they expressed doubts as to its replicability as it 
required greater investment in items such as scaffolding 

The designs themselves were much liked by the users in 
terms of space, light and ventilation 
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Agricultural Training Centre, Nianing. 

be aware of two major trends, which have been 
called avant-garde and kitsch. 

In the early 1940's Clement Greenberg in a series of 
essays explored these themes and said something 
which is important to our discussions, "A society, as 
it becomes less and less able, in the course of its 
development, to justify the inevitability of its par
ticular forms, breaks up the accepted notions upon 
which artists and writers must depend in large part 
for communication with their audiences. All the 
verities invoked by religion, authority, tradition and 
style are all thrown into question, and the writer or 
artist is no longer able to estimate the response of his 
audience to the symbols and references with which 
he works".3 

I believe that this is particularly relevant in develop
ing countries today where the symbols, materials, 
designs and ways of construction; the traditions of 
the buildings, are being eroded and rendered 
meaningless. 

This process in the west in the 1920's resulted in what 
might be called avant-garde culture "detaching" it
self from the norms of society, breaking with the 
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traditions inherent therein. Simultaneously, there 
also appeared what was called kitsch; the popular, 
commercial, adverts, Hollywood, comics and even
tually architectures which strove to "break free" of 
their roots. This thirst for kitsch has transformed 
itself into a hunger which was post-modernism and 
today what is being referred to as the age of "Res
toration Architecture". 

The ideas of kitsch (a term which is perhaps not as 
popular today as it was a few years ago) has become 
the universal culture - the popular culture of easily 
assimilated and understood meanings and signs. On 
the other hand the avant-garde has gone towards 
particularisation of ideas, into a narrowing or a 
channeling of options in order to influence and 
change attitudes. This is prevalent in the works of 
Geoffrey Bawa of Sri Lanka, Abdel Wahed El
Wakil of Egypt and Charles Boccara of Morocco; 
albeit in different ways. 

Perhaps the greatest factor in all this was the accept
ance of science and technology. Martin Pawley re
cently wrote "The architects of the generation of 
1914, the monocled mutineers who lives through the 



invention of the automobile and aeroplane, were the 
first to embrace science and technology as a substi
tute for their accumulated legacy bringing these mat
ters into the mainstream of architectural thought for 
the first time. They took this step as artists, licensed 
to find inspiration where they chose, but they soon 
found that immersion in science and technology 
threatened their old identity,,4 If I can take this a 
step further, it also threatened the validity of their 
designs. The alienation from society continued. Why 
should this be so? After all, change is a continuing 
state of normalcy. 

With the growth of industrialisation in general and 
construction in particular, building design and pro
duction became separate specialised activities5. Aes
thetic questions of judgement were separated from 
what had been up to now a total process of design. 
Consciousness of style, which now obsesses desig
ners and critics alike, was perhaps born with the 
periodical Journal of Design and Manufacturing, 
founded in London by Henry Cole in 1849. Criticism 
focussed on stylistic questions apart from technolo
gy. The criteria of judgement remained largely on 
this level. To develop such criteria as appropriate
ness to culture, ecological soundness and economy, 
as well as the identification of other bases on which 
to judge building, is going to be a major task. 

"The loose, indiscriminate character of design termi
nology has bequeathed to contemporary architectu
ral discourse terms such as traditional and modern. 
They refer in the main to stylistic attributes of 
buildings,,6 In developing countries indigenous 
building forms have in the past fifteen years or so 
been providing architects with a source of inspira
tion in countries disengaging themselves from their 
colonial past. Hassan Fathy, the champion of indige
nous building, has brought with him a whole attitude 
towards contemporary building using traditional 
methods of construction and adapted traditional 
forms. This "earth is beautiful" movement found a 
wide following amongst young architects looking for 
an alternative to the high-tech solutions developed 
mainly in the west and found to be inapplicable in 
the poorer societies of the world. 

Is contemporary work so-inspired "traditional"? Is it 
"modern" - it does not appear so. This raises the 
issue; are buildings to be understood as traditional 
or modern on account of how they appear or on 
account of how they are produced? Recent 
architectural examples ilJustrate that modern forms 
need not be accompanied by industrial methods of 
production and "traditional" forms are achieved 
with the latest scientific discoveries in the construc
tion/materials sector. 

To reduce architecture to its "essentials" or lowest 
common denominators; materials, technology, eco-
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nomics and function alone, can only impoverish and 
restrict the practice of architects and deprive them of 
individuality (equated to regionalism) and com
monality (universality). There is a need to develop 
greater sophistication in the handling of an 
architectural language. It is through an architectural 
language, and its communication through the 
media, that we stand a chance of modulating univer
sal principles into regional ones.7 The idea of com
plexity as a design tool is gaining credence. 

If we return to the ideas of the avant-garde and 
kitsch we may find some clues. If the avant-garde 
imitates the processes of art - the architect's 
architect - kitsch imitated its effects. The neatness 
of this antithesis is more than continued - it corres
ponds to and defines the tremendous interval that 
separates from each other two simultaneous cultural 
phenomena such as the avant-garde and kitsch, such 
as modernism and tradition, and such as particular
isation and universality. 

These "intervals" (to use a musical term) are too 
great to be closed by all the infinite gradations of 
internationalism to regionalism and correspond in 
turn to what might be termed a social interval "A 
social interval has always existed in formal culture ... 
whose two termini converge and diverge in fixed 
relation to the increasing or decreasing stability of a 
given society"s. In stable societies the distinctions 
between tradition and modernity are blurred - the 
axioms of the few are shared by the many - the 
masses believe superstitiously what the elite believe 
soberly. The two coexist more or less peacefully. 

This they do when there is stability and the rate of 
change allows for a transfer of understanding of the 
aesthetics and meanings of traditions. Tradition indi
cates a degree of conditioning. Rapid change brings 
with it the danger of not being able to assimilate 
change on an emotional or intellectual level. It is 
little wonder that governments revert to past tradi
tions as vehicles of stability. 

An example of this is that of Pakistan where "Isla
mic Architecture" was decreed as desirable and in
terpreted as arches and domes belonging to a pre
colonial past. Another example is that of Morocco 
where the King proclaimed that a Moroccan 
Architecture should have green tiled roofs and use 
traditional crafts in a building. The forms and crafts 
are indeed beautiful and people respond as though 
instinctively to this; but does this use of tradition 
give contemporary structures meaning? 

The almost literal use of design elements and tech
nologies of building are one direction, an alternative 
seen as indigenous and charged with meaning either 
in nationalist or ideological terms. Both in terms of 
imagery, and actual levels of the construction indus-
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try the traditional (defined as you will) plays a role 
in national development, identity-wise. It cannot be 
ignored. It cannot be discarded. 

Hence critics looking at buildings which contain this 
charged and emotive response cannot remain neut
ral or aloof. I find the idea of an unbiased critic 
unrealistic. Architectural criticism cannot escape 
being tied to some kind of boundary, be it ethnic, 
political, national or cultural: it cannot be "value
free". A recurring example of this is that of 
architectural competitions where critics, perhaps as 
judges, are faced with instructions to support indige
nous traditions solutions and have to deal with this. 

This, in a cyclical way, brings us back to the issue of 
the parameters of the discourse - the regional and 
the universal, and the assertion I made earlier that it 
is no longer possible to look at one or the other in 
isolation. I suggest here the layering of responses 
not only by the client and the architect but by the 
observer or critic. 

Critics can either belong to the society in which they 
work or can bring with them a cultural baggage 
which they apply to other solutions. Most of the 
architectural writers in the Islamic world today, and 
they are not many, have either been trained abroad 
or at the very least been exposed to the architecture 
of people like Richard Meier and Charles Moore or 
ideas expressed by Kenneth Frampton, Charles 
Jencks and others; the theoreticians and image
makers are alive and well in the West. Perhaps the 
only counterbalance for contemporary architecture 
exists in Japan. What is needed is for critics of 
architecture to emerge in developing countries 
bringing with them modifications and additions to 
the international discourse. 

Are critics of the third world ready to indulge in 
self-criticism; are they politically able to so so; do 
they wish to do so? Dennis Sharp made the point in 
his keynote address about the critic acting as the 
bridge between architects' intention and manifesta
tion. Perhaps in simple terms the critic can act as 
enabler in disseminating and understanding the na
ture of the use of tradition; traditional values, tradi
tional images, traditional forms of organisation and 
construction for contemporary societies today. 
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Traditionalism 

The Mausoleum of Mohamed V in Rabat, Morocco, was 
built in 1973 on the archaeological site of the Hassan 
Mosque It was designed by the Vietnamese architect, VA 
Toan It continues well established traditions of plaster, 
tile, metal and woodwork 

Brasswork at the top of the stairs to the Mausoleum 

In a similal vein to the Mausoleum, the Ben Jelloun 
House in Marrakesh blings together a number of crafts 
used in unconventional manners, to produce an instantly 
lecognisable "Moroccan style", even though individual 
elements ale not traditional The hOl/se, designed by 
William Willis with the owner, was built in 1986 and has 
had its impact on local building 

Exterior 
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Mausoleum ceiling 
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In the Tichka Hotel, Mmrakesh, 1986, the mchitect 
Charles Boccara lIses elements of ttaditional design in (l 

modern hotel to give a flavow of the countly In the 
interiors, by William Willis, this approach is taken much 
fwther to produce a kitsch Moroccan atmosphele which 
most tourists find Ve/y pleasing 

Exterior view 

The dining-room with its "palm-trees" and mlllais 
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The issue of "how fm" one goes in using tI adition for 
contemporary buildings is one that needs to be tackled by 
architects and critics alike 



Vernacularism 

What might be te/med as the "emth is beautiful" 
movement uses the vernacular to Cleate an "alternative" 
architecture to that of internationalism 0/ model nism, 
and poses as beillg authentic alld looted in its culture III 
the Foissac HOllse of 1985, Elie Mouyal a young 

Exterior view 

Niche covered with a half-cupola for sitting off the patio 
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Moroccan mchitect uses pressed-emth block vaillt 
cOllstlUction blinging together ideas expounded by 
Hassan Fathy and his own appreciation at 
Hispano-Moresque Spanish and Moroccan architectwes 
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Synthesism 

One major direction that has gained perhaps the greatest 
support recently in the Islamic Wmld is that in which the 
architecture combines the best of the traditional with that 
of the modern to create a synthesis The Tandjung Sari 
Hotel in Sanur, Bali, Indonesia, continues the approach 
set by Hassan Fathy and E1-Wakil to produce buildings 
that are timeless 

The hotel complex, divided into bungalows, uses 
traditional Balinese imagery, construction and local 
materials blended with modern requirements (such as 
air-conditioning) to produce an elegant solution which at 
first glance seems "undesigned". 

The dining court 
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Typical guest bungalow 



Geoffrey Bawa, the Sri Lankan architect also uses the 
vernacular to produce an undesigned look which is deceptive 
as each and every element is carefully considered In his 
Serendib Hotel, Bentota, 1971, the simple long line of tiled 
roofs disguise the sophisticated sections and courtyard which 
lead from one space to anther. 

Section 

Courtyard neal the entrance 
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A recent work, 1986, the Arts and Science Faculties at the 
University of RuhullU, Matma, embodies Bawa's ideas 
on matel ials and space Technical aspects are carefully 
dealt with as is the building design and movement 
th,ough space, where coveled passages, pavilions and 
verandas are an intI insic part of the design concept 

Walkway under construction 
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The architect's use of traditional imagery blings together 
a local and personal eclectic taste producing a complex 
rich in lefelences and meaning. In this apploach Bawa 
points the way fOI a seminal architectw e fOl Southeast 
Asia and the wet-humid regions. 

Science Faculty building 

Detail of layered roof construction. 




